High cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) is an important protective factor reducing the risk of cardiacrelated disability and mortality. Recent research suggests that high CRF also has protective effects on the brain's macrostructure and functional response. However, little is known about the potential relationship between CRF and the brain's white matter (WM) microstructure. This study explored the relationship between a comprehensive measure of CRF (VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill, and 1-minute heart rate recovery) and multiple diffusion tensor imaging measures of WM integrity. Participants were 26 healthy community dwelling seniors between the ages of 60 and 69 (mean = 64.79 years, SD = 2.8). Results indicated a positive correlation between comprehensive CRF and fractional anisotropy (FA) in a large portion of the corpus callosum. Both VO 2 peak and total time on treadmill contributed significantly to explaining the variance in mean FA in this region. The CRF-FA relationship observed in the corpus callosum was primarily characterized by a negative correlation between CRF and radial diffusivity in the absence of CRF correlations with either axial diffusivity or mean diffusivity. Tractography results demonstrated that portions of the corpus callosum associated with CRF primarily involved those interconnecting frontal regions associated with high-level motor planning. These results suggest that high CRF may attenuate age-related myelin declines in portions of the corpus callosum that interconnect homologous premotor cortex regions involved in motor planning.
Introduction
Normal human aging is associated with declines in brain structure and function. Growing evidence suggests that physical activity or exercise training might attenuate some agerelated cerebral and cognitive declines Kramer and Erickson, 2007; van Gelder et al., 2004) . In particular, aerobic training has been shown to increase gray matter (GM) volume (Colcombe et al., 2006) , reduce GM loss , and attenuate white matter (WM) volume reductions in the corpus callosum (Colcombe et al., 2006) . In addition, improvements in cardiorespiratory fitness (CRF) can boost functional activation of frontal cortex in seniors (Colcombe et al., 2004) . Collectively, these findings suggest that CRF may offset some declines in the macrostructure and functioning of the aging brain.
While there is a rapidly accumulating body of data suggesting a relationship between CRF and cerebral macrostructure relevant to aging, relatively little is known about the potential relationship between CRF and the brain's WM microstructure. A greater understanding of this potential relationship is important because microstructural integrity of cerebral WM is required for proper transmission of information between cortical regions. The relatively recent advent of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has made it possible to assess the microstructural integrity of the brain's WM tracts in vivo (Basser et al., 2000; Basser and Pierpaoli, 1996; Le Bihan, 2003) . DTI is sensitized to the random motion of water molecules as they interact within tissues, thus reflecting characteristics of their immediate structural surroundings. In WM, the motion of water molecules is hindered more in directions orthogonal to the main fiber direction than along the fiber, and thus diffusion tends to be anisotropic. Diffusion anisotropy can be measured by DTI by means of fractional anisotropy (FA), an index of overall tissue microstructural integrity .
To date, only one study has explored the relationship between an objective measure of CRF (determined using peak oxygen consumption measures; VO 2 peak) and WM microstructural integrity using DTI. Marks and colleagues (2010) used a region of interest (ROI) approach to explore the relationship of VO 2 peak and FA in portions of the cingulum in healthy seniors. These authors reported a moderate positive correlation (r = 0.573) between VO 2 peak and FA in a middle portion of the left cingulum bundle. This ROI-based finding provides preliminary support for a moderate relationship between one component of CRF and WM microstructure in one of the brain's WM tracts. However, several important knowledge gaps remain. One knowledge gap concerns the lack of current understanding about which of the brain's WM tracts are most strongly correlated with CRF. Unbiased voxelwise analyses across the brain's WM can be used to address this knowledge gap.
A second knowledge gap concerns the potential neurobiological bases of a CRF-WM integrity relationship. The diffusion properties of mean diffusivity (MD), radial diffusivity (DR), and axial diffusivity (DA), are thought to reflect different components of WM integrity. For example, MD is dependent on the density of biological barriers, such as cell membranes, and represents the diffusion of water in intra-and extracellular compartments (Beaulieu, 2002; Sen and Basser, 2005) . Thus, higher MD values represent increased diffusion suggestive of tissue breakdown, atrophy, and increased brain water content . Component diffusivities (DR and DA), however, provide more specific information about the integrity of axons and the surrounding myelin sheath. Specifically, increases in DR have been linked with a loss of myelin in multiple sclerosis (Klawiter et al., 2011) and in animal models of experimentally induced myelin loss (Song et al., 2002; Song et al., 2005) , whereas decreases in DA have been linked to axonal damage that is associated with axonal swelling and fragmentation (Concha et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2006) . Thus, one approach to begin to characterize the neurobiological bases of CRF-WM integrity relationships would be to identify correlations between CRF and MD/DR/DA within regions showing a CRF-FA relationship. This approach allows for a more detailed understanding about WM integrity than separate considerations of FA, MD, DR and DA (Assaf and Pasternak, 2008; Burzynska et al., 2009) . For example, regions showing a CRF-FA correlation and overlapping CRF-MD or CRF-DA correlations would suggest a relationship between CRF and gross tissue characteristics (Sen and Basser, 2005) . In contrast, regions showing a positive CRF-FA correlation and an overlapping negative CRF-DR correlation would suggest a relationship between CRF and myelin integrity .
A third knowledge gap concerns the relationship between brain structure and measures of CRF beyond VO 2 peak. The large majority of studies in this area have used VO 2 peak (assessed either directly or indirectly) because it provides a measure of functional aerobic capacity and is a predictor of cardiac-related events (Kodama et al., 2009; Laukkanen et al., 2004) . However, total treadmill exercise time and one minute heart rate recovery are also strong predictors of cardiac related events (Ekelund et al., 1988; Hsich et al., 2009) (Cole et al., 1999; Nishime et al., 2000; Watanabe et al., 2001 ). In addition, the prognostic accuracy of cardiac-related events increases when these physiological responses are combined in a single fitness score or index (Gulati et al., 2005; Mark et al., 1987; Michaelides et al., 2009; Myers et al., 2008; Shaw et al., 1998) . Consequently, the combined use of multiple measures of CRF (VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill, and 1-minute HR recovery) are thought to represent a more comprehensive metric of CRF that reflects functional aerobic capacity and individual differences in physical activity (D'Amore and Mora, 2006) . However, little is known about the relationship between a comprehensive measure of CRF and brain structure.
In the present study, we addressed these three knowledge gaps. Specifically, we explored potential relationships between a comprehensive measure of CRF (based on VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill, and 1-minute HR recovery) and FA across the brain's WM using an unbiased voxelwise approach. Next, we determined the relative contributions of each of the physical fitness metrics to voxelwise results. We then explored potential relationships between CRF and MD/DR/DA within regions showing a CRF-FA relationship. Finally, we used tractography methods to determine the anatomical connectivity patterns of WM tract clusters showing a correlation with CRF in the voxelwise results.
Methods Participants
Thirty-two community dwelling healthy volunteers (19 females) participated in this study (mean age = 64.98 years, SD = 2.7). Participants provided written informed consent in a manner approved by the University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board and were monetarily rewarded for participating. Six of these 32 participants (1 male) were excluded from the study. Of these six participants, one terminated the exercise test early due to difficulty swallowing and leg pain and another demonstrated prolonged ventricular bigeminy resulting in supervising physician termination of the exercise test for safety reasons. The remaining 4 participants were excluded because they failed to achieve VO 2 peak (described below).
The 26 remaining participants (14 females) ranged in age from 60 to 69 (mean age = 64.79 years, SD = 2.8). Participants met all criteria for participating in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study. Exclusion for the MRI study included history of a major head injury and/or concussion, neurological disorder (e.g., stroke, seizure), or the presence of metal fragments and/or metallic implants that could cause bodily injury or disrupt the magnetic field. All participants also met all criteria for participating in a graded exercise test.
Exclusion for the graded exercise test included a diagnosis of any major medical conditions (e.g., heart, lung, or kidney), a history of uncontrolled high blood pressure, uncontrolled diabetes, a history of heart complications (e.g., heart murmur or coronary artery disease), pulmonary dysfunction (e.g., severe asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, emphysema), or orthopedic limitations (e.g., foot, knee, or hip problems) that would result in bodily injury or limit performance. A modified version of the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) was used to screen participants prior to participation in the study. Additionally, physician clearance was obtained for each participant.
The Hollingshead Two-Factor Index of Social Position (ISP) was used as a measure of socioeconomic states (SES; (Hollingshead, 1958) . The ISP is based on an individual's occupation and highest level of formal education. It is calculated by assigning numeric values, from 1-7, to an individual's occupation and education. Lower values represent higher earning occupations and more years of education. Scores are then weighted by multiplying by 7 (occupation) and 4 (education). Values are then summed to produce a social index.
Cardiorespiratory Fitness Assessment
All participants completed a physician-supervised maximal graded exercise test to assess VO 2 peak. Total time on treadmill and 1-minute HR recovery were also collected. The exercise test was conducted at the University of Kentucky's Clinical Research Development and Operations Center's (CR-DOC) Functional Assessment and Body Composition Core Laboratory using an indirect calorimetry system with integrated 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG; Sensormedics Vmax229 metabolic cart; Yorba Linda, CA). A multistage stepwise treadmill protocol, including 3-minute stages, was used to assess CRF. Briefly, each participant started at a treadmill speed of 2.2 miles per hour (mph) and a 0% grade (incline). The treadmill speed was increased by 0.4 mph at the beginning of each 3-minute stage. Treadmill grade was increased by 2% at the beginning of the third stage and continued to increase by 2% at the beginning of each successive stage.
Continuous heart rate and dynamic heart function was measured and monitored via 12-lead ECG. Oxygen consumption was measured breath-by-breath and later averaged over minute intervals and expressed relative to body weight (ml/kg/min) during the test and recovery period. Manual blood pressure and rating of perceived exertion (RPE; using the modified Borg Scales; (Borg, 1970) were collected at the end of each 3-minute stage. All tests were terminated upon participant reported volitional fatigue, the presence of any absolute or relative indications for terminating exercise testing in accordance with the American College of Sports Medicine's Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription (Thompson et al., 2010) , or any symptom the supervising physician considered hazardous to the well-being of the participant. All exercise tests were performed within 15 days of the acquisition of the MRI (mean = 7.68, SD = 4.4).
VO 2 peak was defined as meeting ≥ 2 of the following 3 criteria: 1) achievement of an agepredicted maximum HR; 2) self-reported RPE scores ≥ 17; and 3) a respiratory exchange ratio of ≥ 1.1. Additionally, the highest observed VO 2 value was used for all analyses. The standard 220-age equation was used to calculate the age-predicted maximum HR in the male participants. For female participants, a sex specific equation was used to calculate the agepredicted maximum HR (Gulati et al., 2010) .
The primary purpose of the study was to characterize the relationship between a comprehensive measure of CRF and WM structural integrity. Thus, a composite score was calculated using VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill (seconds), and 1-minute HR recovery (percent of peak HR; [1 -(Post-Exercise HR at 1 Minute/Peak HR)] × 100). Briefly, values for VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill, and 1-minute HR recovery were normalized across each aerobic fitness metric [e.g., normalized value A = (A-min)/(max-min); range from 0 to 1 for each metric] and then summed to create a single value between 0 and 3 (i.e., composite-CRF). Values closer to 0 represent those participants with lower CRF levels and values closer to 3 represent those participants with higher CRF levels. In addition, relationships between each of the three individual fitness measures and WM integrity were also explored.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging Acquisition
Data were collected on a 3 Tesla Siemens TIM scanner at the University of Kentucky. An 8-channel imaging coil was used. Comfortable, disposable foam earplugs were used to dampen scanner noise. Comfortable foam padding was used to limit head motion within the coil and to further dampen scanner noise. Whole-brain diffusion tensor images (40 contiguous 3mm thick axial slices) were acquired with 36 non-collinear encoding directions (b = 1000 s/mm 2 ) and five images without diffusion weighting (b = 0 , s/mm 2 , b0) using a double spin echo EPI sequence and the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 6900 ms, echo time (TE) = 84 ms, inversion time (TI) = 2500 ms, flip angle = 90°, acquisition matrix = 128 × 128, field of view (FOV) = 224 mm, in-plane resolution = 1.75 × 1.75 mm voxels. In addition, a double-echo gradient-echo sequence (TE1 = 5.19 ms, TE2 = 7.65 ms) with slice position and spatial resolution matching those of the EPI acquisition was used to map the spatial inhomogeneity of the B 0 field. Total scan time was 7 minutes.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging Processing and Analysis
All diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data was processed and analyzed using the Functional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) software library (FSL v4.1.5). Raw images were pre-processed to correct for motion and residual eddy current distortion using a 12-parameter affine alignment to the corresponding b0 image via FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT: http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Images were then corrected for static field inhomogeneity distortions using B 0 field maps. Brain masks were then generated from each b0 image using FMRIB's brain extraction tool (BET v2.1) to exclude non-brain voxels from further consideration (Smith et al., 2006) . Next, FMRIB's Diffusion Toolbox (FDT v2.0) was used to fit the diffusion tensor and calculate eigenvalues, FA, MD, DA and DR.
Registration of FA images into MNI152 space and subsequent voxelwise analyses followed a series of procedures known as Tract-Based Spatial Statistics [TBSS v1.2; (Smith et al., 2006 http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/tbss/), as described in our previous work (Gold et al., 2010a; Smith et al., 2010) . Briefly, the first step in this process was to remove likely outliers from the fitted tensor by eroding brain edge artifacts and zeroing the end slices. Second, all subjects' FA images were aligned to a target (the one to which the least amount of warping is required) using a nonlinear registration approach based on free-form deformations and BSplines (Rueckert et al., 1999) . FA datasets were then affine registered and resampled to 1 × 1 × 1 mm MNI152 space. The exact transformations derived from the FA maps were then applied to the other diffusivity maps (MD/DR/DA) for matched processing of all image volumes. All subsequent processing was carried out in this standardized space.
All MNI-transformed FA images were then averaged to generate a mean FA image that was used to create a common WM tract skeleton. This skeleton was then thresholded at an FA value of 0.2 in order to minimize partial voluming effects after warping across subjects. Each participant's aligned FA image was subsequently projected onto the FA skeleton in order to account for residual misalignments between participants after the initial nonlinear registration. Each subject's MD, DA and DR maps in MNI space were then projected onto the common tract skeleton, using the pipeline for non-FA data provided by TBSS, which employs the projection vectors from each individual's FA-to-skeleton transformation (Smith et al., 2006) .
Voxelwise analyses-Multiple regression analysis was performed to explore potential relationships between composite-CRF and FA. Age, sex, and socioeconomic status (SES) were included as covariates of no interest in all analyses. A voxelwise permutation nonparametric test (using 5000 permutations) was employed using a threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) in order to avoid the use of an arbitrary threshold in the initial cluster formation. Results were then thresholded at P < 0.05 (corrected for multiple comparisons). Three subsequent voxelwise analyses using the same parameters described above were run, with MD, DR and DA as dependent variables. To characterize the neurobiological bases of significant FA results, MD, DR and DA regression maps were masked by regions showing a significant relationship between FA and fitness. All statistical maps were dilated using the FSL function tbss_fill for visualization purposes.
Region-wise analyses-Region of interest (ROI) analyses were conducted to explore the unique contributions of each individual fitness measure used in the composite (VO2 peak, total time on treadmill, and 1-minute HR recovery) to the voxelwise WM integrity results. Significant clusters from the voxelwise TFCE results were binarized to create cluster masks using FSL's 'fslmaths' utility command. The means from these clusters (i.e., mean FA and DR values within the significant corpus callosum cluster) were then extracted using FSL's utility 'fslmeants'. Separate multiple regressions were then run for each ROI (i.e., FA and DR within the corpus callosum), with individual fitness measures as predictor variables and age, sex, and SES as covariates of no interest.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging Probabilistic Tractography
Probabilistic tractography was performed to determine the anatomical connectivity patterns of the corpus callosum cluster that was correlated with CRF in the voxelwise results. Tractrography was performed using FSL's Bayesian Estimation of Diffusion Parameters Obtained using Sampling Techniques (BEDPOSTX) and probabilistic tracking (PROBTRACKX) tools (Behrens et al., 2003b) , both part of FMRIB's Diffusion Toolbox (FDT v2.0; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt/). Bedpostx uses Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling to generate distributions on diffusion parameters in each voxel. Two fibers were modeled in each voxel and default parameters were used for weighting and burn-in options .
The cluster identified in the voxelwise results corresponded to a large portion of the corpus callosum. Target masks were created in MNI space to determine the connectivity strengths of voxels within the corpus callosum cluster to different regions of prefrontal and sensorimotor cortices. The Harvard-Oxford Cortical Structural Atlas provided by FSL's software package was used for masks of the frontal pole (FP), middle frontal gyrus (MFG), superior frontal gyrus (SFG), precentral gyrus (PrCG), and postcentral gyrus (PoCG). Since posterior portions of the MFG and SFG masks correspond to portions of premotor cortex, a region with an established role in motor planning, the premotor cortex mask from the Juelich Histological Atlas provided by FSL was used to mask out premotor portions of the MFG and SFG masks (using the 'fslmaths' utility command). This served to create separate masks for MFG, SFG, and premotor (PrM) cortex regions.
In order to explore the connection strengths of subject's native space voxels to different structural target masks in MNI space, FLIRT was used to generate transformation matrices, and their inverses, between subject's native diffusion space and their T1 image, and between their T1 image and MNI space (using the FMRIB's suggested parameters:
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt/fdt_reg.html. Finally, MNI space to native diffusion space matrices were used to ensure that each of the previously generated target masks corresponded to their respective cortical region within each subject's native space.
The tractography analysis was conducted using FSL's ProbtrackX software (Behrens et al., 2003a; Behrens et al., 2003b) . ProbtrackX repetitively samples from the distributions on voxelwise principle diffusion directions and assigns a probability distribution to each fiber direction. Uncertainty in the data, and the existence of multiple fiber directions in each voxel, are accounted for in the form of probability density functions Behrens et al., 2003b) . For each subject, the number of individual samples that were drawn through the probability distributions on the principle fiber direction was 5000 . The curvature threshold (0.2) was kept at a value that minimizes the chances of back tracking streamlines (Behrens et al., 2003a; Behrens et al., 2003b) , and the maximum number of steps (2000) and step length (0.5mm) corresponded to a distance of 1 meter (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt/fdt_probtrackx).
A hard segmentation was performed between the seed cluster identified in the DTI voxelwise analysis and the six cortical target masks in order to classify seed cluster voxels according to the target mask with which they show the highest probability of connection (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fdt/fdt_biggest.html). A single volume was produced with the value of each voxel within the seed cluster now corresponding to one of the six target regions. Voxels corresponding to different target regions were then isolated using FSL's 'fslmaths' utility, resulting in six different seed cluster image volumes. FSL's 'fslstats' utility was then used to record the number of voxels within the seed cluster that corresponded to the respective target mask. The numbers of voxels were then normalized to the corresponding target mask [(number of voxels in seed cluster/number of voxels in the corresponding target mask) × 100] in order to control for differences in target mask size (i.e. cortical region size).
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to compare the normalized number of voxels that were connected to the six different cortical masks. Bonferroni post-hoc analyses were performed when significant differences were observed.
Results
Demographic and CRF data are shown in Table 1 . Although this study is not investigating sex differences related to CRF, we did observe a significant sex difference for height, weight, VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill, 1-minute HR recovery and SES. Male participants demonstrated significantly higher values for height [F(1, 24) = 22.11 for P < 0.0005], weight [F(1, 24) = 6.32 for P < 0.019], VO 2 peak [F(1, 24) = 17.34 for P < 0.0005], total time on treadmill [F(1, 24) = 20.41 for P < 0.0005], and 1-minute HR recovery [F(1, 24) = 9.86 for P = 0.004]. Additionally, the female participants demonstrated significantly higher ISP values [F(1, 24) = 7.94 for P = 0.01], which is representative of a lower SES on the ISP scale. Table 2 presents the partial correlations between the independent variables while controlling for sex. SES demonstrated a significant inverse relationship with VO 2 peak (r = −0.402, p < 0.05) and total time on treadmill (r = −0.391, p < 0.05), which reflects a positive relationship as the ISP scale is inverted. VO 2 peak showed a significant positive correlation with total time on treadmill (r = 0.774, p < 0.005). Finally, a trend towards significance was observed between VO 2 peak and 1-minute HR recovery (r = 0.322, p = 0.058). Figure 1 presents the results of the voxelwise multiple regression analysis between CRF and FA. A positive correlation (shown in red) was observed between composite-CRF and FA in a large portion of the body of the corpus callosum that extended into posterior portions of the genu. The subsequent ROI-based analysis revealed that VO 2 peak (r = 0.458 p = 0.009) and total time on treadmill (r = 0.452 p = 0.010) contributed significantly to explaining the variance in mean FA in this region. One minute HR recovery showed a trend toward significance (r = 0.300 p = 0.068). Scatter plots illustrating these relationships are present in Figure 2 . Figure 3 presents the results of the voxelwise multiple regression analysis between CRF and DR. A negative correlation (shown in blue) was observed between composite-CRF and DR in a large portion of the body of the corpus callosum that extended into posterior portions of the genu. The subsequent ROI-based analysis revealed that VO 2 peak (r = −0.379 p = 0.028) and total time on treadmill (r = −0.373, p = 0.030) were significant correlates with DR in this region. One minute HR recovery did not contribute significantly to DR (r = −0.240, p = 0.119). Scatter plots illustrating these relationships are present in Figure 4 .
White Matter Microstructural Integrity and Aerobic Fitness
In contrast to the robust relationship between CRF and DR, the voxelwise multiple regression analysis revealed no voxels showing a significant relationship between CRF scores and either DA, or MD. The voxel p values closest to significance for DA and MD were p = 0.391 and p = 0.100, respectively. Figure 5A presents the results from the hard segmentation of the seed cluster in a single, representative subject. The topography observed is consistent with that reported using comprehensive fiber tractography in the corpus callosum (Hofer and Frahm, 2006) . Figure  5B 
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Discussion
The present study represents the first comprehensive exploration of relationships between CRF and WM microstructural integrity, exploring multiple fitness measures (VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill, and 1-minute HR recovery) and DTI metrics (FA/MD/DR/DA and tractography). Voxelwise analyses across the brain's WM indicated a positive correlation between FA and composite-CRF in a large portion of the corpus callosum. Subsequent analyses demonstrated a negative correlation between composite-CRF and DR (but no relationship with MD or DA) in the same region of the corpus callosum. These findings could not be explained by age, sex, or socioeconomic status (SES). Tractography results indicated that the significant corpus callosum cluster contained fibers interconnecting a network of homologous prefrontal cortex regions, most prominently involving those linked with motor planning. The details of these findings and their implications are discussed below.
We observed a positive correlation between a comprehensive measure of CRF (which included VO 2 peak, total treadmill exercise time, and 1-minute HR recovery) and FA across the majority of the body of the corpus callosum, and extending into posterior portions of the genu. As previously noted, Marks et al. (2010) reported a moderate positive correlation in a middle portion of the left cingulum (at an uncorrected threshold of P < 0.05 appropriate for their ROI analyses). In contrast, our voxelwise analyses were intended to identify potential correlates of a comprehensive measure of CRF across the brain's WM. Because this method requires stringent corrections for multiple comparisons, regions less strongly associated with VO 2 peak would be excluded from our results. We thus do not conclude that the corpus callosum is the only region likely to be associated with VO 2 peak, but rather that this region shows a very strong statistical relationship with VO 2 peak.
Subsequent analyses demonstrated that exercise tolerance (as measured by total time on treadmill), in addition to VO 2 peak, was significantly correlated with WM integrity in the corpus callosum. These findings may have clinical implications as both exercise tolerance and peak VO 2 have been shown to decline precipitously with age (Astrand, 1960; Fleg et al., 2005; Jackson et al., 1995; Jackson et al., 1996; Kostis et al., 1982; Ogawa et al., 1992) . Some of the limiting factors responsible for these CRF declines are increases in total peripheral resistance (Wiebe et al., 1999) and reductions in sympathetic output (Seals et al., 1994) , cardiac output (Fleg et al., 1995; Wiebe et al., 1999) , and fat free mass (Rosen et al., 1998) . However, it is important to note that adaptations to chronic exercise training have been shown to be comparable in seniors and young adults (Stratton et al., 1994) , suggesting that aerobic training intervention strategies could potentially have an indirect impact on preserving WM integrity with age.
Joint consideration of the other major components of the diffusion tensor showed that the positive correlation between composite-CRF and FA in the corpus callosum was primarily characterized by a negative correlation between DR and composite-CRF, in the absence of significant correlations with either MD or DA. The pattern of increased DR, in the absence of MD or DA alterations, has been observed in animal studies of experimentally induced myelin loss (Song et al., 2002) . Our results thus suggest that CRF may benefit myelin integrity, even in the absence of any detectable larger-scale tissue changes. Although the mechanisms contributing to a potential fitness-myelin relationship are still unknown, the electrical activity of cortical neurons may play a significant role because axonal myelination by oligodendrocytes appears to be triggered by neural activity (Bradl and Lassmann, 2010; Gyllensten and Malmfors, 1963; Omlin, 1997) .
Other factors that have been linked with CRF improvements in animal models that may have contributed to the WM benefits we observed include activation of neurotrophic factors (Ding et al., 2006) , alteration of the expression of various gene transcripts (Molteni et al., 2002) , and increased vascularization (Ding et al., 2006) . For example, rodents exposed to various degrees of treadmill or wheel running show both angiogenic and cerebral blood volume increases in motor regions when compared to inactive rodents (Ding et al., 2006; Isaacs et al., 1992; Swain et al., 2003) . In the present study, participants were screened for factors known to negatively affect WM such as uncontrolled hypercholesterolemia, hypertension and diabetes, and no visible WM hyperintensities were observed on T2 images, thus minimizing the influence of macrostructural WM change on our results. Nevertheless, microscopic angiogenic benefits associated with CRF would be expected to contribute to the fitness-related WM microstructural integrity benefits we observed.
Interestingly, if the electrical activity of cortical neurons contributes to fitness-related WM integrity benefits, then we would expect those benefits to be present in tracts connecting neural regions involved in coordinating movement. Our tractography results are consistent with this possibility. Specifically, portions of the corpus callosum associated with composite-CRF included those interconnecting frontal regions associated with high-level motor planning and voluntary motor function. The strongest link between composite-CRF and WM integrity was observed in a portion of the corpus callosum that interconnects homologous regions of the PrM cortex. The PrM cortex is situated immediately rostral to motor cortex and is comprised of both lateral (premotor proper) and medial (supplementary motor area; SMA) portions of Brodmann area 6. Both regions of PrM cortex have been linked with motor planning (Deiber et al., 1998; Gerardin et al., 2000; Grafton et al., 1996; Rao et al., 1993; Stephan et al., 1995) . In particular, SMA has been strongly linked with mental rehearsal of motor sequences (Rao et al., 1993) , a process thought to be critical for skilled movement (Boschert et al., 1983; Eccles, 1982; Roland et al., 1980) . Tractography results suggest that potential CRF benefits on anatomical connectivity may not be limited to motor systems. Instead, CRF was also positively associated with WM anatomical connections between homologous, non-motor pre-frontal regions. In particular, the number of corpus callosum seed voxels interconnecting the superior frontal gyri (SFG) and middle frontal gyri (MFG) were significantly higher than those interconnecting homologous somatosensory or frontal polar cortices (although not as high as those interconnecting PrM cortex). Both the MFG and the SFG contribute to a range of high-level cognitive functions including working memory (D'Esposito et al., 1998; D'Esposito et al., 1999) , task switching (Dove et al., 2000; Gold et al., 2010b; Kim et al., 2011a; Ravizza and Carter, 2008) and inhibitory control (Kerns et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2011b; MacDonald et al., 2000) . While we consider these results encouraging, the lack of relationship observed between CRF and WM integrity in tracts connecting somatosensory cortices and frontopolar cortices may also suggest anatomically-based constraints on beneficial effects of CRF.
The location of CRF-related effects within the corpus callosum may be of special relevance to the study of aging given that this tract is especially vulnerable to age-related declines (Bennett et al., 2010; Sullivan and Pfefferbaum, 2006) . As the brain's main commissural tract system, the corpus callosum enables sensory, motor and cognitive integration between the hemispheres (Gazzaniga, 1995) . For example, in the motor domain, corpus callosum plays a significant role in bi-manual motor performance (Bonzano et al., 2008; JohansenBerg et al., 2007; Serrien et al., 2001) . Additionally, some studies have shown that the corpus callosum may be responsible for transferring inhibitory signals to the opposing hemisphere during, and prior to, motor execution (Jeeves and Silver, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1990) . Our results raise the possibility that interhemispheric communication related to motor planning and execution may be improved through CRF and its positive relationship with WM microstructure in the corpus callosum.
The present study has several caveats that highlight areas for future work in this field. First, the cross-sectional nature of our study limits the ability to draw causal conclusions about effects of CRF on WM integrity. The relationship observed in the present study between CRF and WM integrity serves to justify future intervention studies to determine if improved fitness boosts WM integrity. Second, longitudinal designs are required to determine if high CRF and WM integrity attenuate age-related declines in motor and cognitive function. Third, our study focused exclusively on DTI analyses. Future work should combine DTI with other imaging measures to gain a more complete understanding of the relationships between CRF, brain structure and brain function. For example, future studies should collect DTI and fMRI data to understand if WM gains result in more efficient neural recruitment. In addition, as a number of animal studies have demonstrated, exercise can have a significant impact on cortical perfusion secondary to angiogenic changes. Future studies should explore this issue through the collection of DTI, FLAIR and perfusion images.
In conclusion, our results demonstrate that CRF is positively correlated with FA in the corpus callosum in seniors. The observed CRF-FA relationship was primarily driven by a negative correlation between CRF and radial diffusivity, raising the possibility that CRF may attenuate age-related declines in myelin integrity in the corpus callosum. Results from tractography analyses suggest that portions of the corpus callosum most strongly correlated with WM integrity were those interconnecting homologous premotor cortex regions involved in motor planning. These findings motivate future longitudinal studies aimed to determine if increasing levels of physical activity and improvement in CRF attenuates agerelated declines in WM integrity. CRF is positively correlated with FA in the corpus callosum. Slices highlight the positive correlation observed in the body of the corpus callosum, and extending into the genu (right side of panel), after controlling for age, sex, and socioeconomic status. The anatomic underlay used for illustration is the MNI152 T1-weighted 1mm brain. The registered average FA skeleton is represented in green. The numbers below each slice represent the respective x, y, and z coordinates in MNI space. The relationship between individual measures of CRF and FA. Regression plots show relationships between each of the three objective measures of fitness (VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill, and 1-minute heart rate recovery) and FA in the corpus callosum cluster identified in the DTI voxelwise analysis. CRF is negatively correlated with DR in the corpus callosum. The anatomic underlay and registered average FA skeleton are described in the Fig. 1 legend. The panel displays results after controlling for age, sex, and socioeconomic status. The relationship between individual measures of CRF and DR. Regression plots showing relationships between each of the three objective fitness measures (VO 2 peak, total time on treadmill, and 1-minute heart rate recovery) and DR in the corpus callosum cluster identified in the DTI voxelwise analysis. Abbreviations: SES = Socioeconomic Status; m = meters; kg = kilograms; ml = milliliters; min = minute; s = seconds; HR = heart rate. Note: values are means and values in parentheses are S.D. † P = 0.010, * P = 0.019, ** P < 0.005, *** P < 0.0005 Table 2 Partial correlations between the independent variables after controlling for sex. 
